



































































































































EE.I.then.mn
we think Every theory is an effective theory

natural units unit E L

i.ie i niiiiiiiiiiE

E
distance d

A more fundamental theory will appear
stopsat a higher energy smaller scale Some

or maybe there is some ultimate theory where

Quantum gravity spacetime quantized
notionofa breaksdown

key ingredient Locality many definitions here it means

large distance
Measurements at

low energy
should not be

sensitive to the physics at small distance

high energy

Engineers don't need to learn QFT to build bridges

classical Mechanics is not wrong it's a low energy effectivetheory






































































































































why SMEFT

gravity
SM is incomplete darkmatter matter anti matter asymmetry

I

There must be BSM New physics

but we don't know what it is
some leople think
they know

lightparticle heavyparticle MS v

veryweak coupling SMEFT
SMET

bottom up approach

Be agnostic about the UV physics and try to systematically

parameterize its effects at low energies

Write down all possibilities
write down a basis eliminate redundant operators

all Wilson coefficients are free parameters
to be measured by experiments






































































































































top down approach

New physics model SMEFT
heavy newparticles

Wilson coefficients depend on parameters of the
New physics model

SMEFT is still useful match running

useful refs
Manohar's lectures on EFT 1804.05863 or TASI 2022
Skiba'sTASI lecturenotes la bit old 1006.2142

Warsaw basis 1008.4884
HiggstEWSMEFT Pomarol etal 1308.1879 Barcelona

SMEFTsim 3.0 Ilaria Brivio 2012.11343 MadGraph package

SMEFTatworklsidorietal 2303 la

exampiekhtiffExpansioninElectrostate
the charge a

electric potential

locality For r a this looks like a point charge






































































































































E Embin m

harmonics

EmCim E Yim bin Canal

ms are
itiminsionless

parameters usually of order 1

seperationi.it 4 fIca
the expansion is useful

eed to keep a few terms
in the 1 expansion to get a good approximation

more terms better accuracy

distance
energy rollider

energyIR r
E or v

UV a A I a scaleof
new phylies

expansion

parameter
or

There is no precise definition of a One could only

measure the combination bin Cima

If we know the chilgetdistribution we can do the expansion to
find out all the km Ccm This is called matching
If we don't know we can treat all Cim s as freeparameters
and try to measure them experimentally






































































































































After truncating the series throwing away terms with max

there are a finite number ofparameters
If we make enough measurements we can constrain all parameters

Cim

To precisely determine the values of Cam we can either

make very precise measurement at large r low energy

make measurements at small r high energy

energy us precision or both

Important aspects for colliders
r.EEIf rea the expansion breaks down

multiplescales H.hr energy is alwaysgoodbut EFTmaynotbe valid

É assassd

finna
example 2 Fermi's theory

muon decay

Un in E Tarun serve
i

5 ignore w width since 72cm






































































































































for P CCME we can expand the operator

It hit
keeping only the 1st term we have

in IE Thrum serve Oct5

4 fermion
contact interaction

Ñ e

which can be produced by the local Lagrangian

L Eulturum serve t Otte

FEET what Fermi wrote down

EFT EI many breaks down at large E

If we keep more terms in the Lagrangian we'll generate

higher dimensional operators e.g the kit term corresponds

to dim 8 operators

Higher dimensional operators may look very complicated it's
actually math easier to use on shell amplitudes






































































































































this is the simplest example of
the hatching between

the full model SM and the lowenergy effective

field theory Fermi's theory

For PK ini the 4F operator gives a very good

approximation of the full theory This is the case

for mum decay PL Mi Mfg 10

The coefficient of the 4F operator is In
Measuring muon decay only tells us the value of

or GE Eva but not MW which depends on 9

Mw is the scale at which the EFT breaks down

Fine It Iit
breaks down at P ME

In our world y 20 65

very small
W Z would be much lighter

If 9
very large heavier

but if 9247 the they becomes non perturbative






































































































































In this simple example if we also measure the

dim 8 coefficient
y

we can derive the Wmass

In more complicated cases with multiple heavyparticles
it is ingeneral not possible

SMEFT

LSMEFT L.int i0H 4EOi I o.az

2 4 0 n A 1

A good expansion if A V E

246Ger
denergy

scale

of the experiment

Note each 0 needs to be invariant under Lorentz

and gauge transformations

SUCDYSUDXUIHE.FI
only sue V4 linear us non linear






































































































































dim 5 only typeof operators LLHH Weinberg operator

HW write down the exact form of the Weinberg operator
neutrino majorana mass

L ELLHA
C UV C I

A Man
Mu 10 2er

Seesawmechanism

effects are usually strongly constrained e.g protondecay

Assuming B L are conserved around the TeV scale

LsmEFT Lsn O
2 90

use Integration by parts e am I field redefinition
to eliminate redundant operators

How many independent parameters do we have

I generation 3 generations
Manohar et al

dim 6 76 1008.4884

2499 1312.2014

895 3697 2005.00008 ERKALA

dim 8 2005.00059 Murthy

Hilbertseries Murayama etal
1512.03433

499toomanyparameers










































































































































Warsaw basis 1008.4884

first to write down a complete d6 basis

try to eliminate operators with more derivatives
in favor of operators with more fields

Buchmiller Wyler almostdid it in 1986 why noone completed

it in 24 years

4 3 3

8 3

briefly explain

each type of

Ham
5 7 8

5

59 operators
















































































































Yr transverse anomalous triflegauge coupling
ATGC

gartic GC aQGC

2 Y H 11716
h modifies h h

couplings

2111412 modify duhduh h wave function renormalization

shift Higgs couplings
ABHI modifies Mw

3 4293 modify Yukawa soubling

relation between m y 5

4 Ht Vault I
humor he

hhVnuv

different from hZⁿZm humwn

Vnv real magnetic
5 Htv dipole 1

ingina electric

6 Htv my 7 7 4 interaction

modifies SM Vff coupling contact interaction



I generation

for operating
17 nonhermitian complex

coefficient

742 hermitian real
coefficient

42 17 2 76 parameters

3 generations 2499 parameters

many of them are 4f operators

Itherbases.wesometimskeepoperathw.tnmore
derivatives

e g Ozw D Way 02 2mEur

useful in describing universal contributions to 4f interactions

On is MH to DUH war

OH ig DNA DUH Bw
longitudinal

useful for describing anomalous triplegauge couplings

lathes



Phenomenology
observable

LEFT for.fr

I
expand in terms of

L Lint Lot Lgt

M a a it

he it

If fit it
62 ds are formally
indistinguishable



Higher dimensional operators can contribute to M T which appears
in dinominators plying we don't consider it here

or just expand

6 m

put
2rem

I I WIN tiff

Collider
we can truncate 0 at energy

is a very good approximation if
E

CCA
14 7 1 24 if is very small

strictly speaking need to calculate 18

whatifhisnotthatlarge.shallwekeepdfl.mn



Typically

If measurement is very precise can constrain 1 E

ok to just keep ideal case

What if it's not the case

typical LHC measurement

Drell Yan pp It

rate

small E here large E small statistics
and

large statistics thief EFT valid
easier to constrain

S E
or do something else

ok to truncate at

Lepton colliders usually don't have this problem



When where is EFT invalid

This depends on the coupling strength

IF f.IE t

do we only measure the combination

Mzt is the scale near which EFT breaks down

g i small
large 4

ME is
small
large

do Eff sinds do's Is it is large

es I
from the measurement I have

14.1 1 Ter

is the EFT valid

1 1 I maybe not

2 9 maybe yes



Important exceptions of the power counting

SM contribution is absent or suppressed

leading order d6 4

Smidt is very small sin d8 c 162
rare process

flavor violation

proton decay T 1015 GeV

Fermi's theory Weak interaction

a 4
E

I
no interference with GED

The interference term with SM is suppressed

Different helicity amplitudes

e g Intff Zmutout
no interference in

me TIE the meto limit



SM input parameters and how SMEFT modifies them

The 5M has a set of free parameters to be fixed
by experiments

g g v n ye

which are related to

ME Mw Gf 2 Ma Mt __

makay Einstein
moment

These relations can be modified by higher dimensional

operators
3rdgeneration

e g L Y TRI HTQITRTtth.ca

Wth ITR Etr th.it

SM 4 0 L 2 Fitr hat the t

Tt TE



with Ct 2 1 4 III HETH
If

Question Does the measurement of Mt gives us a

constraint on Ct

No Because a nonzero It only changes the

inferred value of Yt

We need 2 measurements to fix 2 parameters

In other words It changes the relation between

Mt Gutt

me

9h 4



More generally any operator of the form

1H12Osm can only be probed with the

Higgs particle

9smOsn V5 95in Osm 1H12Osm

9,0s t Out terms withh

Smt e Osm terms with h

redefine 5 9m

terms with h

can also be h in the loop

similarly O HH can only be probed

by measuring the Higgs selfcoupling

HI



lightSM EW sector W 8 2
fermions 1 5

tree level 3 parameters

g g v

Jul2 Ullly

usually fixed by 3 very precise measurements

so prelite that we simply ignore the error

input scheme IMz.GE ma is also a comm choice

Mz 91.1876 10.0021 GeV

GF 1 166378,1 10
5
Gev muon decay

e magnetic moment2 2 Mz 127.952 10.001 mainly from had
contribution

F IF 2 42 tanow

me 9
mw gv



SM tree level Mw is totally fixed If case

precision tree

t

loop input heinw
b

w

1 loop

Mt My uncertainties My

Indiction of my
th input measurements

Mz 4 2 Mt Ma

Mithery 80357 Effie nov

1
It missing

higher order

corrections

CDF Mw measurement is significantly different from it



Add to Lsn the following dimension 6 operators

1 99 H 09HWan B ICH HI

Title Tanh

They can modits mn the

inferred values of SM

MÉ

OT I znZ If I I ZZ

ME MI 8mi SME F
T I

IE is changed

91.1876 10.0021 GeV

OT he teason



muon decay

Vn

Ty off G I a

need
9m

e

GE GE I SG 441 284

I
measured inferred SM value
value

1 1663787 40 Gev SGE.IO

7246GW

On kinetic mixing 71 Jm modify SM parameters

Smw SilSG 25
These operators also modify 2pole observables



Global fit simplest case

we'll now we 0 to denote the standard deviation

suppose we measure a set of discrete observables
ns

can be rate measurements crosssections decayrates of events
or inferred measurements mass

eachhas a Gaussian error Postion large N limit

when we write me

On

is.fi
ard deviation

Gaussian error loglikelihood α

theory prediction

Ʃ Ch

truncate at

an

minimize maximize likelihood Yates IT



F C
i

0 4 f Xmin

SIP GE inverse covariance matrix

Mi
best fit values

Sci one sigma precion IPJ correlation matrix

results of theGlobal fit

of gives a measure of the goodness of fit
fixed ox quadratic equations of i ellipses

F
Imagine this in n dimensional

kniff parameter space

projectto

C

Beyond not Gaustian
anymore


